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Argyll and Bute Council 

Community Services: Education 

 

Follow-through Inspection of Glassary Primary School 
 

1. The Inspection  
 
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Education (HMIE) published a report on  
Standards and Quality in Glassary Primary School in September 2006.   
Working with the school, the education authority prepared and made public an 
action plan in November 2006 indicating how they would address the main 
points for action identified in the original HMIE inspection report.  
 
Arrangements in consultation with HMIE require that a follow-through report is 
completed within two years of the initial report and, in the case of Glassary 
Primary School, this is the responsibility of the education authority.    
 
Members of the education authority’s Quality Improvement Team visited the 
school prior to the publication of this report to carry out a follow-through 
inspection.  This visit assessed the extent to which the school was continuing 
to improve the quality of its work, and evaluated progress made in responding 
to the main points for action in the initial report.  
 
2. Continuous Improvement  
 
Under the effective leadership of the head teacher, and with the commitment 
and support of staff, the school had continued to improve in key areas of its 
work and promote pupils’ wider achievements. 
 
Further improvements to the provision of Information and Communications 
Technology had been made with interactive whiteboards now installed in both 
teaching areas.  Teachers made regular use of them in lessons, providing 
pupils with opportunities to be more actively involved in their learning. 
 
The school had been accredited with Level 2 as a Health Promoting School 
and was now working towards achieving Level 3, the highest accreditation. 

All children in the school participated in the Lochgilphead Music Festival in the 
competitive and non-competitive sections.  The sharing of staff musical 
expertise with another local school had allowed a greater number of pupils to 
participate in the festival. 

The school raised money regularly for various causes and had developed this 
supportive theme within the Religious Observance programme to ensure that 
these activities related directly to pupils’ learning.  The Parent Council worked 
in conjunction with the pupils on a number of fundraising events, one of which 
contributed to the cost of bringing a teacher from Malawi to the local area for 
an educational visit. 
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The school participated in a number of arts and cultural events, for example, 
working with Kilmartin House Museum to create artwork and voice-overs for 
specific arts and historical events and attending a series of musical workshops 
on orchestral music and opera.  Two Gaelic tutors visited the school to work 
with the pupils on music and language workshops and the school hosted an 
inter-school day of French language and cultural activities.  

After school clubs ran over the winter months, providing pupils with the 
opportunity to develop a range of skills that included craft, cooking and 
football. In some cases, enterprise activities were integrated into these clubs, 
providing the pupils with a broader understanding of the role of enterprise 
beyond the school curriculum.  Commendably, parent helpers gave of their 
time to run clubs or to assist school staff.  

The pupils played an active role in the Mid Argyll Schools Pupil Council, which 
included an area exhibition of the work undertaken during a joint school 
enterprise project. 
 
3. Progress Towards Meeting the Main Points for Action  
 
The initial inspection report published in September 2006 identified four main 
points for action.  This section evaluates the progress made with the action 
points and the resulting improvements for pupils and other stakeholders.  
 
3.1 Ensure that pupils’ experiences in personal and social development 
 build appropriately on their earlier learning.

The school had made very good progress towards meeting this main point for 
action and personal and social development now had a more relevant position 
within the pupils’ learning experiences. 
 
New resources had been purchased, which provided guidance on developing 
a more interactive teaching approach to personal and social development.  
Improved classroom discussions and more motivating and engaging activities 
improved further, pupils’ experiences in this area of their learning and built on 
the inclusive ethos that was already a feature of the school. 
 
The more meaningful and contextualised lessons allowed the pupils to 
develop informed attitudes on a range of issues. 
 
3.2 Promote more opportunities for pupils to work together and 
 become actively involved in their learning. 
 
The school had made very good progress towards meeting this main point for 
action.  More interactive teaching approaches had been adopted and the 
pupils were more motivated as a direct result of working together on a regular 
basis during lessons.  Staff reported an improvement in their pupils’ 
concentration and ability to focus on tasks.   
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In English language, opportunities for group work, had been incorporated into 
lessons, while in mathematics, additional problem-solving activities were 
being used to develop the pupils’ confidence in this area.  
 
The senior class had undertaken a problem solving activity based on planning 
a trip to Australia, which had developed their understanding of the purpose of 
problem solving and the strategies that could be employed in a real-life 
situation. 
 
In the infant class, pupils were working together more regularly and this was 
supported by organised play activities, which provided further opportunities for 
learning in a social context.  
 
In order to support the development of group work further, all teaching staff 
had attended the authority-led Cooperative Learning Academy and were now 
implementing these techniques in selected curricular areas. 
 
Pupils at all stages were more involved in planning their own work by 
evaluating what they had achieved and agreeing with their teacher, targets for 
the next steps in their learning.   
 
3.3 Ensure an appropriate level of challenge for all pupils, especially at 
 P1 to P3. 
 
The school had made good progress towards meeting this main point for 
action.  
 
Planning and resulting lesson structures were now more effective and there 
was an improvement in the way pupils learned at the infant stage.  Staff had 
re-evaluated the importance of play throughout the infant curriculum and it 
was now an integral element of class activity.  As a result, social interaction 
between pupils at infant stages had improved, particularly in their ability to 
work together throughout the school day. 
 
An interactive whiteboard had been installed in the infant classroom and the 
class teacher had received training in its use.  The board was now being 
integrated into pupils’ learning, making lessons more interactive and involving 
for the class.  As a result, pupils were experiencing more challenging tasks 
which enabled them to think more about their learning. 
 
3.4 Conduct a risk assessment concerning pupil safety at the school 
 entrance. 
 
The school had made very good progress towards meeting this main point for 
action. 
 
The Head Teacher consulted with local authority staff to carry out a risk 
assessment of the school entrance next to the road.  As a result of that 
assessment, advisory parking signs, provided by the authority, were 
positioned outside school.  In addition the Head Teacher had purchased from 
school funds, high-visibility jackets for pupils to wear when travelling to and 
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from school during the winter months.  Pupils were now more aware of the 
need for high visibility on a road adjacent to the school and their 
responsibilities when travelling to and from school. 
 
The Head Teacher had become a Scottish Cycle Safety Trainer and all P4-7 
pupils now received cycle training with P6 and 7 being tested every second 
year.  To involve pupils further, road safety was covered in weekly assemblies 
and two pupils were elected annually by their peers as Junior Road Safety 
Officers.  

4. Conclusion  

The school, with the support of the education authority, has made very good 
progress overall in meeting the main point for action contained in the report of 
September 2006.  
 
Community Services: Education will continue to monitor the work of the school  
as part of its procedures for ensuring quality.  
 

Douglas Hendry  
Director of Community Services: Education  
Argyll and Bute Council  
September 2008 
 


